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About This Game

Game Of Puzzles: Nature - is a puzzle game in which you have to assemble a single image from individual pieces.
You need to collect from the small pictures one big and after you may to going at the new level.

Features:

 60 levels (the amount will increase)

 A range of sizes from 6 to 36 pieces

 Perfect for ages 3+

 Auto Saving

 Simple mouse control

 Traditional puzzle gameplay

 Steam Achievements

Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: Game Of Puzzles: Nature
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Franchise:
Game Of Puzzles
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Vietnamese,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Its fun. Its a simple idea which is fun just to experiment and blowing your dummy up in many different ways.

Its a good little timekiller.. I Love This Game They Should do a Remake of Jedi Academy
. I had a good time, received this from Sega as it's Sonic Mania delay apology.

-It's a good game, it's not the best, it's far too easy for experienced players, i mean, i took me a few hours max to finish this with
all the 6 Chaos Emeralds.

-The soundtrack still one of my favourites, being Marble Zone, Labyrinth, Scrap Brain and Final Zone the ones that i enjoy the
most.

-Gameplay it's okay, you can do things the fast way or the "i'm afraid to lose a life so i will run slowly".
Level desing is amazing for the time when this was released.

-My only complain is that this is not the Re-master that android has, and it's really a shame, but it's okay.

-I experienced some fps drops, maybe it's because of my pc, maybe because of the emulator, but i don't know, mostly it happens
when i get hit underwater and the rings are spilled all over the place.

Thanks Sega, not for the delay, but for at least giving us something to kill time.
It's not something WOAH woah Woah WOAH WOAH, but.. it's something, other companies do not give a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about how the people that pre-order feel about a delay.
I really not appove this, because I got spoiled already, and it could be better a delay in all plataforms, not just PC, but, okay, it's
your business, not mine, you know your deal. Anyways, hope next time give us, something related to the game itself, like it's
soundtrack, a demo, a special feature and not an old 2 dollar game.. Fun short visual novel to play. Make sure u play the game
callled Everlasting Summer first then Frosty Kiss. Frosty Kiss is based of Everlasting Summer and this game takes place after
Everlasting Summer. Plus Everlasting Summer is free to play on Steam. Trust me u will not regret to play Everlasting Summer u
will love it as much as I did.

As said this visual novel is short. It should take u about in hour or an hour to a half. The art is really pretty and the music was
really nice.

The translation is not the strongest here which is why the game took me a little longer to read. I had to try to understand what
was being said.

Also for some reason Salvya didn't get a CG of her own which is weird since all the other girls got one.

All in all thanks for a continuation of Everlasting Summer and I hope more games are made because I would like to play more
games based of Everlasting Summer:)
. It was cute. There are lots of things to click on, lots of dialogue, and a song too.

The puzzles are rather basic, but they are not required for completing the game, they don't progress the story.

(I was gifted this game). https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ciPu4DnKBuM

. This game was stunning! Sure, it was rather short with only 5 hours (and I took my time on purpose). But the first boss fight
gave me a glimpse of the new games to come in the near future and I loved it! Thank you developers for taking a risk and
building this beautiful game in VR!
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There is some charm here, and I do appreciate something fresh, but nah. I only paid a buck, but even at that price I'm not
certain I'd recommend my friends invest any time into this.

Mu Cartographer is a game of twisting unlabeled dials and flipping switches to figure out how the mechanics work. It is
definitely a journey of discovery. There is a lite story and some neat 'aha' moments, but I think it is drug down by its meticulous
and, quite frankly, tedious interface. When it comes to 'lining up symbols', it's just too picky. It could achieve the same end-goal
with less demanding precision. I also felt that the 'aha' moments weren't rewarding enough.

Why has this title recieved so much praise? I'm not sure. It feels and plays like something the mobile market would eat up
and consider 'high art'. Like an Apple 'App of the Week' or 'Editors Choice' lol. Don't get me wrong, it's not bad per-se, just
underwhelming when it comes to the PC indie experimental category.

Pros:
+Unique gameplay that is a journey of discovery
+Lots of cool UI options
+Good music
+Nice visuals

Cons:
-The gimmick is kind of paper thin
-Bogged down by demanding precision required for lining up the graph and symbols

It's not really about the money, but the hour-and-a-half or so you'll lose - when you could be playing something better..
got game for free
installed game
maps didnt even work
uninstalled game. While Hexcells Infinite is still the glorious Queen of the Matthew Brown puzzlegames,
Crosscells is a nice, if mathheavy, addition to the *cells family.
Like SquareCells (and the first HexCell) it's sadly a bit on the easier side until you get to the more difficult/complex (most fun)
puzzles, but by then the game is nearly over.

Cons: the puzzles sometimes feel like guesswork/not clear enough
(everything summing up nicely until the final row/column), but that could very well be me being hasty, since puzzles 40-50
didn't have that problem.
QoL-wise the game really needs the reset-puzzle and save-puzzleprogress-on-exit Hexcells has.
And maybe a different coloured test-marking option (perhaps with the middle mouse-button) just like the (best) Picross on the
DS had.
Pro: no penalties, because honestly: people who "solve" puzzles through trial&error are just ruining their own fun.
No need to penalize miss-clicks/lapses of logic (I restarted half-finished puzzles in games because of that. No fun).
The more complex puzzles are fun.

I'm looking forward to a CrossCells Plus that might introduce the minus-operator. CrossCells Infinite with (). And hopefully not
CrossCells InfiniteHell with % and /.

Conclusion: If you don't mind a bit of mental arithmetics  and are in the mood for a light new puzzle-snack buy this game on a
discount. 7/10. A really impressively put together system that looks good, plays smoothly and gives you access to some triple A
board games for a modest inital fee. I know the model is slated to be subscription based but not sure exactly how that will work
yet and in the interim, I will surely get my moneys worth on what it has to offer already.

I am a solo player mainly and this system lets you play everyones "turn" if you wish and it saves where you left off in the gaming
room for when you come back (needed for some of the bigger games). I could set up a private game room so I wasn't disturbed
and whilst I guess this is maybe not the primary selling point here, something that appeals to me.

I bought and am using this on my laptop whilst away from my home base using a "dongle". I only dropped connection once and
it went back in quikcly where I left off. Since then, it has worked seamlessly.
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So, overall, I fully endorse this game based on my very early impressions and as a Boardgamegeek, I can only hope the number
of games available will continue to grow.. Woodle Tree 2: Worlds is a definite improvement from the first game, while keeping
aspects of the first to still resemble the original. This game has a fantastic art style, gameplay mechanics, and soundtrack. It's
early access title does mean the game is not complete, and could cause issues, however, thus far I have yet to encounter anything
that has made it unpleasant to play. This game has a beautiful art style, and its fun and cute for everyone. Definite improvement
from Woodle Tree Adventures. ( Not that the first game was bad, believe me it was great! ). Winged Sakura: Mindy's Arc is
probably not the best tower defense ever made, but it's different enough from the standard td to be worth checking out, and it's
pretty fun too.

The key element of this game is that the spirits you summon to fight only last a few seconds, so you can never reach a state
where you have all your defences ready and you simply need to watch as the level ends, instead you're in constant need to keep
summoning your spirits in order to survive, making it more fast paced.
Your spirits can level up and equip a weapon and an accessory, while the levelling up is quite basic and the best way to do it is
simply progressing through the story, for the equipment you have to manage your resources and craft or buy items to level said
equipment up and you have quite a good selection of accessories you can equip.
You can also equip abilities to use during the battle once in awhile to get out of a difficult situation, while during endgame you
will probably find just 1 or 2 sets of skills that are actually the best, during early game this offers a lot of flexibility.
The last mechanic is the transformation: this lets you go into a special state where all your spirits become incredibly strong at the
cost of lots of your energy (the currency for summoning spirits in the battle) every second, this makes the gameplay have that
element of risk-reward that many td lack.

What are the cons to all of this? Well, the game has a high initial difficulty curve that may throw many people off and the
bosses are maybe a bit too similar: every new boss felt to me like a more powerful version of the last one (except for the final
boss).
The normal levels also felt a tad too repetitive, but I can say that during a normal playthrough the game doesn't overstay its
welcome, just if you want to 100% it like me. It took me 64 hours to get all the achievements.
The story is very hard to follow and it takes quite a while to become something that makes some kind of sense, and
unfortunately as soon as it became interesting the game itself ended with a cliffhanger (but there's a sequel that will come out
eventually).

Audio and visuals are okay, maybe the characters art during dialogues could be better, but that didn't ruin anything for me.
Achievements are average, a bit too grindy but the game itself provides you some mechanics to make them less boring (like the
guaranteed level up for every 15 waves in survival mode).
The devs seem to be quite active in helping people in the forum, this is a plus.

Overall:

+ a tower defense that has its own personality
+ challenging, but rewarding
+ decent customization options

- a bit repetitive
- below average story

You will also get extra content in their next games if you buy this one, a good way to reward players.
I recommend it, I had fun playing it and the devs seem worthy of support.. can't play.lots of noise when i enter the song music.
but the menu music is ok. i dont know why.
i use mac os el capitan. Review Excerpt:
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"The game does allow for both Keyboard and mouse or controller to be used and for these types of games I actually recommend
using the controller if you have one as it DOES help make the play experience feel a little smoother. Aside from that the
controls and basic combat are serviceable, but slightly flawed and honestly could use a little polish.. which to be honest I think is
noticeable in just about every aspect of the game. It\u2019s as if the Developers stopped JUST SHY of creating something truly
epic and it\u2019s a bit of a shame. The resource gathering, questing, and market systems are pretty run of the mill for games of
this type but aren\u2019t badly done. Quests can be received from multiple characters, each with their own little personality
which shows that there WAS thought put into this game and it\u2019s NOT just some kind of asset flip."

This game is decent, but is on the cusp of being something great. If the Devs polish it just a bit more then there is every
potential for a top quality game here. As is, I can still recommend the game at it\\'s current price point, but only just.

See my full Critique here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/fUjhyFjyrGM. At the moment don't buy this "Game"
- Gray Screen
- Only 3 Players can join a lobby
- Disconnects

We spend over 1h to run the Game. A really simple puzzle game, took me like 15 mins to sit and finish this.

If you want a really simple game that takes a little bit of thinking then this is as simple as can be.

Although I think it needed more levels or something to add replayability.
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